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Hidden Passage, Tad Nichols, 1956
Northern Arizona University Cline Library
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-Wallace Stegner

Approaching Crossing of the Fathers, 1962. Walter Edwards
National Geographic Society

Why Glen Canyon?

Forbidding Canyon, 1963. Remo Lavagnino.

Dungeon Canyon, 1961. Sarah Moench.

Below Halls Crossing, 1963
Utah State Historical Society

Glen Canyon Institute
Non-profit organization formed in 1996 with a mission of restoring a
free-flowing Colorado River through Glen Canyon and Grand Canyon.
Over 2 decades facilitating research on ecosystems, sediment, water
supply, hydropower, legal framework, economics, and other aspects of
Glen Canyon Dam.
Goal: keep the public engaged and informed and study the drawdown
of Lake Powell and potential restoration of Glen Canyon and Grand
Canyon.

Impacts of Glen Canyon Dam
In Glen Canyon
Inundation of 186 miles of Colorado River,
71 miles of San Juan River, 22 miles of
Escalante River, and 13 miles of Dirty Devil
River
292 total river miles of drowned river
53 years of sediment load trapped
3500 cultural and archeological sites drowned

Impacts of Glen Canyon Dam
In Grand Canyon
Altered ecosystem
Lack of sediment
-eroding beaches
Limited Flow Regime
Colder Temperature
Less Turbidity
Impacts on native fish species
-depleted nutrients in food chain
-non-native fish predation

Hydrology of Reservoirs
Combined, Lake Powell and Lake Mead lose:
~2 MAF of water to evaporation and seepage when full
~1 MAF when half full
There are significant system losses in both basins to evaporation and
seepage

Current Reservoir Storage
10.5 MAF in Lake Powell out of 24.3 MAF capacity
www.lakepowell.water-data.com

10.5 MAF in Lake Mead out of 25.8 MAF capacity
www.lakemead.water-data.com

If you put all of Lake Powell into Lake Mead, it still would not be full.

Fill Mead First Proposal
Developed in 2009 after climate change,
shortage, and supply vs demand
imbalance begin to reshape the
conversation about the Colorado River.

Bureau of Reclamation Supply and Demand Study, 2012

FMF would designate Lake Mead as the
primary storage facility for the Colorado
River and use Lake Powell as a backup.
Does not entail removing Glen
Canyon Dam.
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context of climate change and a new hydrology on the river. If o can t
fill them both, then fill mead first.

What would FMF look like?
3 Phases
Phase I: Lake Powell at or near minimum power pool ~3,490 ft

Hikers under Gregory Bridge. Photo: Phil Pennington, 1963

Courtesy of Returning Rapids Project

What would FMF look like?
3 Phases
Phase I: Lake Powell at or near minimum power pool ~3,490 ft
Some reservoir recreation
Some hydropower generation
Water still released through
hydropower penstocks
45,000 cfs release capacity in Grand Canyon
Recreation in Grand Canyon largely stays the same
More normalized water temperature in Grand Canyon
~100 newly flowing river miles (Colorado, San Juan, Escalante, Dirty Devil)
175 sq. miles of newly-emerged land in Glen Canyon

Phase II: Lake Powell is below minimum power pool, and above
dead pool, 3,490 ft 3,374 ft
Water released through river outlet works
Maximum release of 15,000 CFS
No hydropower generation
Limited release options into Grand Canyon
Would affect rafting in the Grand Canyon
No flows higher than 15,000 cfs
Largest recreational impact likely motorized boating
~150 newly flowing river miles (main stem and tributary)
222 sq. miles of newly-emerged land in Glen Canyon

Phase III: Run of River
Requires construction of new bypass tunnels
Best chance at re-naturalized flows in grand canyon
Allows for sediment flow into Grand Canyon
Opportunity for maximum restoration of Glen Canyon and Grand Canyon
Some hydropower possible if turbines installed in new bypass tunnels
Recreation in Grand Canyon would resemble pre-dam conditions
Seasonal motorized recreation
Low flows in winter months (~4,000 CFS)
All 254 sq. miles of Glen Canyon emerge
Newly-flowing river miles:
Colorado River: 186 Miles
San Juan: 71 miles
Escalante: 22 Miles
Dirty Devil: 13 Miles

Photo: Bureau of Reclamation.

Fill Mead First: a technical assessment, Jack Schmidt,
Quinney College of Natural Resources, Utah State
University, November 2016.
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This spring, Lake Powell dropped within 80 feet of 3,490 ,
3,525
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In August 1999, Lake Powell was 96% full - by April 2005, Lake Powell
was 33% full.
It will take years of research and modelling to fully understand what FMF
operations would look like.

Why we need to take a hard look at Phase III
Phase I at/near minimum power pool:
- Due to natural fluctuations of runoff,
c ce ab e
dips below power pool into Phase II territory
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Phase II between power pool and dead pool:
- Phase II could have significant negative impacts to the Grand
Canyon and would create headaches for managing the reservoir
- Modeling each one of these scenarios requires significant resources
- The best use of resources would be to analyze Phase III in addition
to Phase I

Key Considerations for Phase III

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Law of the River: Is this even possible?
Basin Water Rights: Where to begin?
Hydropower: What happens to the grid and customers?
Water Savings?
Engineering: cost and technology
Glen Canyon restoration
Grand Canyon restoration
Protection from mega-floods
Recreation

Key Considerations for FMF Phase III
Is FMF possible under the Law of the River?
Study: Potential Legal Issues under the Law of the River Associated with the Fill Mead
First Proposal by Larry MacDonnell The Water Report, Issue 112: June 15, 2013
- The Fill Mead First Proposal is not precluded by any Federal or State statutes
- Adoption of a FMF policy would almost certainly depend on agreement among the states and
with the U.S. Assuming such agreement could be reached, there would be little difficulty in
making the necessary changes in the LROC
- In a sense, the Interim Guidelines help make the case for a FMF approach. Rather than the
complexities of managing two reservoirs as if they are a single source of supply with multiple
tiers triggering different releases, the FMF approach would emphasize managing storage in a
single reservoir Mead. Storage in Powell would serve primarily as insurance for unexpected
events.
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Key Considerations for FMF Phase III
Basin Politics: How could FMF be enacted without undue harm to Upper Basin states?
- There may be opportunities to put in place measures that would reduce the likelihood
of a 75/10 shortfall such as using an accounting system to smooth out the annual
variability of flows and even a relaxation of the requirement under certain circumstances.
Larry McDonnell The Water Report, Issue 112: June 15, 2013

- Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS) of Upper Basin Water in Lake Mead
- ICS used successfully in Minute 319 for Mexico and Lake Mead
- ICS widely discussed in UB drought contingency planning to protect saved water
- Can incentivize conservation

Key Considerations for FMF Phase III
Hydropower: What would be the
impact if Glen Canyon Dam
stopped generating electricity?
average annual value of Glen Canyon
Dam elec ic ene g e e en le han
one half of one percent of the sales value
from electric generation in the grid of the
western U.S, and that the grid could readily
absorb the loss of hydropower from the dam.

Shows power plants in the Pacific Contiguous and Mountain census regions.
Area of circles show relative electricity generated in 2013. Power, 2015.

Study: The Impact of the Loss of Electric Generation at
Glen Canyon Dam, by Thomas Power, Donovan Power,
Power Consulting, and Joel Brown Aesir Consulting LLC, May
2015

• (I 2013 d a ) Increase of $16.31
million in electricity costs for consumers
of Glen Canyon Dam power
• Spread among 3.2 million customers,
the individual impacts would be small in
the vast majority of cases.
• Average yearly cost increases would be
$.08 per month for residential
customers, $.59 per month for
commercial customers, and $6.16 per
month for industrial customers of Glen
Canyon Dam electricity

Study: The Impact of the Loss of Electric Generation at Glen Canyon Dam, by Thomas
Power, Donovan Power, Power Consulting, and Joel Brown Aesir Consulting LLC, May 2015

Hydropower in the West is Evolving
• Glen Canyon Dam has been operating below capacity without serious disruption
• Solar energy is changing the economics of power generation

Western Area Power Administration, November
2018.

Key Considerations for FMF Phase III
Water Savings:
Study: Fill Mead First: a technical assessment, Jack Schmidt, Quinney College of
Natural Resources, Utah State University, November 2016.
- Conducted literature review, analyzed multiple studies from academics and
government agencies
- Estimated that FMF would reduce evaporative losses slightly
- Estimated that FMF water savings could be ~50,000 AF
- Identified need to gather better data on evaporation, seepage, and further
modelling

Key Considerations for Phase III
Engineering:
Cost of constructing new bypass tunnels?
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1955-1957 Cost Estimate:
Diversion tunnels were 41 feet in diameter
Right diversion tunnel was 2,749 feet long
Left diversion tunnel was 3,011 feet long
Total length would be 5,760 feet or 1.09 miles

Glen Canyon Dam diversion tunnel, 1959.
Utah State Historical Society.

Excavation, in all classes, in open cut for diversion tunnels" - $950,370.00 (removal of 316,790.0 cubic
yards of material)
"Excavation, all classes, in diversion tunnels" - $3,731,938.20 (removal of 186,596.91 cubic yards of
material)
Total estimated excavation cost =
$42,140,773 (in 2019 dollars)- without any
1957 USD =====> 2019 USD (1 to 9)
mobilization cost. If we assume mobilization
costs will double the estimate, the total
$950,370.00 ====> $8,553,330
would be $84,281,547
$3,731,938.20 ===> $33,587,443.80

Key Considerations for Phase III
Engineering:

Cost of similar modern projects:
SNWA T d S a : 24' d a e e , 3
e ,
for $817 million, or $272 million per mile.
Ballpark average for tunneling projects in California:
30' tunnel costing $20,000 per foot drilled, or $84.4 million per mile.

Photo: SNWA

Rough Estimated Cost of Drilling New Bypass Tunnels around Glen Canyon Dam:
$80

$275 million dollars

Key Considerations for Phase III
Engineering:
If Lake Powell becomes a backup reservoir, we must be
able to activate/deactivate new bypass tunnels
Careful consideration needed for hydraulic
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Run-of river hydropower generation
-Many examples in Canada, China, Brazil
-less hydropower - unfirm
d
e
Sediment damage to turbines
-Challenge of abrasion on turbines
-China and India are leaders in addressing these challenges
-Comparable example: Nathpa Jhakri power station, India

Key Considerations for Phase III
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- Not the same as pre-dam, but the potential for restoration is huge
- Many side canyons and tributary rivers are already returning

Willow Gulch, 1998/2008 Photos: Bill Wolverton

Narrow Canyon, 2014, Eric Balken

Key Considerations for Phase III
Glen Canyon restoration: large-scale restoration
-A story of sediment mobilization and ecological succession

Hite 1999 & 2004, Bill Wolverton.

Fifty Mile Canyon, April 2019, Eric Balken.

Davis Gulch, 2007, James Kay.

Key Considerations for Phase III
Glen Canyon restoration: ecological succession

Field Botanists surveying plant species in Fifty
Mile Canyon, May 2019

Larry Stevens collecting cricket specimens. Fifty
Mile Canyon, May 2019

Key Considerations for Phase III
Grand Canyon Restoration
Sediment
-How quickly would sediment move through the dam and into Grand Canyon?
Ecology
-What would the impact be to
native fish species? To sand banks
and archeological sites?

Toroweap overlook Photo: Bob Ribokas.

Key Considerations for Phase III
An insurance against

e a-floods ?

Stratigraphic record shows
evidence of floods over 400,000 cfs
Diversion tunnels at Glen Canyon Dam
had a 200,000 cfs capacity
Using Lake Powell as a backup reservoir
could serve as the ultimate hedge against
destructively large floods.
A 4500-Year Record of Large Floods on the Colorado River in the
Grand Canyon, J. E. O'Connor, L. L. Ely, E. E. Wohl, L. E. Stevens, T. S.
Melis, V. S. Kale, V. R. Baker, The Journal of Geology, Jan., 1994.

Key Considerations for Phase III
Recreation:
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Would necessitate careful economic planning for communities that rely on Lake
Powell tourism like Page and the Navajo Nation.

.

Final Thoughts

eric@glencanyon.org

